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This research is an important study in Arabic Language. It is the 

connection subject. I tried in this research to know the reasons 

behind the varieties between the earlier and latest either in discussion 

or in the researches which appeared at that time which called are 

legions times. My research isn't only a book but it draws attention to 

the role of writer and how must the writer be then he tries to write 

about a science among different sciences. 

Through my research I found out that the time between us and 

our ancestors has played an effective role to develop explanation 

ways but it completely changed them. So we can see many directions 

appeared either in explanation meaning or on studies level which 

arised from time to time. This research also focused on the 

importance of a huge numbers of poets, writer, speacher and the 

importance of aims and concepts in Holy Quran and how can we 

keep on these aim and concepts by working hard and avoid to loss 

our heritance. 

The research consists of introduction , facilitation and three 

chapter. First chapter studies the denominative connections and how 

these connections have played a great role to give the meaning. 

Second chapter studied literally connections. Third chapter was a 

theoretical study to the connections according to use or neclect. 

While in conculation I focused on the results which came out from my 



research about the secrets behind the variets in explanation in 

scientific researches which came after equotating from Arabic text. I 

also advised the educated how should he be careful in his 

explanations which used during his research.  

 


